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Introduction: 
Welcome to the 2008 Compound Hunting Bow Evaluation. The focus of this event is Hunting Style Compound Bows that highlight 
the cutting edge of those products currently available in the archery marketplace. The goal is to provide those archers who enjoy 
hunting with appropriate objective information, as well as some subjective commentary, for aiding in the purchasing process. That 
being said, this evaluation is by no means conclusive; some tests could not be performed due to limitations in resources, time, or 
budget. Each archer should assess what is important to him or her and interpret the results accordingly.  As always, we 
recommend that anyone who is in the market for a compound bow shoot as many different makes / models as possible to 
determine what best suits their individual needs and desires. 
 
The format of this year’s evaluation has changed dramatically from those provided in previous years.  In an effort to address some 
of the feedback that has been provided to us, the results of this year’s evaluation take the form of individual write-ups for each 
participating manufacturer.  The goal for this format change is to provide the objective test results for each bow while also 
contributing some subjective observations that aren’t captured as part of the objective tests. 
 
Also new for this year is the focus on 3 key areas of the bowhunting marketplace:  Flagship bows, Short-Draw bows, and Speed 
bows: 
 

Bow Segment Guidelines Draw Length Draw Weight 

FlagshipFlagshipFlagshipFlagship 
Bow that manufacturer feels is the “flagship” of their 

lineup; generally the most “marketed” bow 
29” 60# peak 

ShortShortShortShort----DrawDrawDrawDraw 
Bow designed specifically for women, youth or short-

draw archers; generally has maximum draw length of 27” 
26” 50# peak 

SpeedSpeedSpeedSpeed 
Bow that is designed to provide as much speed and raw 

power as possible; generally the fastest bow of the lineup 
30” 70# peak 

 
Flagship models have been the focus of previous evaluations.  In an effort to provide a broader spectrum of information, an 
expansion into the short-draw and speed bow arenas is necessary.  We hope you enjoy the results and find the information 
provided to be both useful and helpful in your quest to find the best compound hunting bow for you! 

 

Initial Conditions and Test Categories:    
Each participating manufacturer was asked to provide the compound hunting bow that they felt best represented their company 
and would best suit the following categories: 
 

• EEEEfficiencyfficiencyfficiencyfficiency    

• Noise OutputNoise OutputNoise OutputNoise Output    

• Mechanical PropertiesMechanical PropertiesMechanical PropertiesMechanical Properties    

• VibrationVibrationVibrationVibration    

Note: The criteria outlined in this evaluation were deemed to be the important factors to consider for a compound bow.  This evaluation in no way 

represents all areas that are important to archers.  Personal experience and preference were used to derive these criteria.   

 
Upon receiving each bow, a thorough examination is conducted straight out of the box.  An inspection of the finish and machining 
is conducted with notes taken on any imperfections that are noticed.  The areas of interest for this inspection are as follows: 
 

• GripGripGripGrip    

• Cable GuardCable GuardCable GuardCable Guard    

• RiserRiserRiserRiser    

• LimbsLimbsLimbsLimbs / Pockets / Pockets / Pockets / Pockets    

• CamsCamsCamsCams    

• Strings / CablesStrings / CablesStrings / CablesStrings / Cables
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After the inspection is complete, a string loop of BCY #24 D loop 
rope and a Spot Hogg Premiere arrow rest are installed; Carbon 
Impact arrows are used in the rest setup and alignment effort.  A 
Revere Model 9363 load cell and TotalComp T500E indicator, 
adapted for use on a Hooter Shooter, are used to determine the 
peak draw weight, draw-length (see Figure 1), Actual Let-Off and 
Effective Let-Off; brace height is measured to the nearest 1/16” with 
a Mitituyo Micrometer. 

 
Speed measurements are taken in the out of box configuration to 
baseline the speed of each bow as provided by the manufacturer.  
After this assessment is made, tuning to exact Draw-Length / Draw-
Weight specifications is made as follows: 
 

• Draw length is adjusted with modules or integral draw-
stops (as applicable). 

o Modification to strings / cables is only be used as 
a last resort with permission from the 
manufacturer 

• Draw weight is adjusted through modification of the limb 
bolts 

o If the specified draw weight can not be reached 
by the particular bow (i.e. draw weight is too low), 
modification to the string / cable(s) may be 
necessary 

 
Draw-Force curves are then created to determine the amount of stored energy for use in dynamic efficiency calculations, after which 
performance testing based on the test categories begins. 
 
For the performance tests, 250 and 300 grain Victory Archery V1 Series VForce 300 HV Arrows, 350 grain Gold Tip Ultralight Series 
22 Arrows, 360 grain Victory Archery V1 Series VForce 300 Arrows, 420 grain Victory Archery V1 Series VForce 400 Arrows, 450 
and 490 grain Gold Tip Pro Hunter 7595 Arrows, and 540 grain Easton XX75 2514 aluminum arrows are utilized.  These arrow 
weights equate to 5, 6, 7, and 9 grains per pound of the specified peak draw weight for all test categories except 70#, where the 540 
grain arrow is used in place of a 630 grain arrow.  All arrow weights are verified using an Easton Advanced Grain Scale and 
confirmed with a Coffey Marketing US Reloader Digital Pocket Scale.   
 
A Hooter Shooter is used throughout the performance testing to minimize human induced errors.  The Easton Professional 
Chronograph is used for all speed measurements in conjunction with the Pro-Chrono Digital Chronograph from Competition 
Electronics for confirmation.  The Easton Professional Chronograph was used primarily for its ability to display speeds down to the 
tenth of a foot per second.  Both chronographs consistently provided speed measurement within 1-2 fps of one another. 

   
Each bow is evaluated on the 4 objective criteria outlined below.  
 

Test Category Assessment 

Dynamic EfficiencyDynamic EfficiencyDynamic EfficiencyDynamic Efficiency    

Provides an indication of the amount of energy output by a bow relative to the energy 

expended through drawing the bow back.  An assessment is made with multiple arrow 

weights 

Speed per inchSpeed per inchSpeed per inchSpeed per inch    

of Power Strokeof Power Strokeof Power Strokeof Power Stroke    

Provides an indication of the amount of speed output by the bow over the distance 

from the valley to the static brace height position.  An assessment is made with 

multiple arrow weights. 

Noise OutputNoise OutputNoise OutputNoise Output    
Provides an indication of the noise output characteristics of a bow at the “point blank” 

range utilizing a series of shots with multiple arrow weights. 

        VibrationVibrationVibrationVibration    
Provides an indication of the vibration characteristics of a bow during and after shot 

execution utilizing a series of shots with multiple arrow weights. 

Figure 1 Draw Length Measurement Guide 
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Objective:  The objective of the Dynamic Efficiency test is to provide an assessment of the amount of energy output 

by a bow relative to the amount of energy expended by drawing the bow back.   

Rationale:  The purpose of the compound bow is to transfer the energy expended in drawing the bow back (Potential 

or Stored Energy) into the energy propelling the arrow downrange (Kinetic Energy).  Unfortunately, not all of the 
Potential Energy is turned into Kinetic Energy.  This could be due to various reasons, but regardless of the cause you 
are not getting all the energy out of the bow that you have put into it.  The reason for testing dynamic efficiency is to 
determine which bows perform the best in transferring the energy that is “stored” into the energy in motion that is 
released through the arrow. 

Procedure:  A Revere Load-Cell, adapted to mount on the Hooter Shooter, is used to create Force – Draw curves for 

each bow.  The plot information obtained from this setup is then analyzed to obtain the amount of energy expended in 
drawing the bow back (See “Stored Energy” in Figure 2 below).  This value in pound-feet (lb-ft), considered “potential 
energy” (or stored energy) for this assessment, is then compared with the Kinetic Energy output by the bow during shot 
execution with 4 different arrow weights.  The Kinetic Energy is calculated with the following formula: 
 

450240

2
VelocitytArrowWeigh

KE
∗=  

 
Where “KE” is in pound-feet, “Arrow Weight” is in grains, “Velocity” is in feet per second (fps) and 450240 is a 
conversion factor that accounts for unit changes between arrow weight (grains) and velocity (fps).  The ratio of the 
Kinetic Energy to the Potential Energy for all arrow weights is assessed. 

Example:  The speed of a 350 grain arrow out of the 70# Bowtech 82
nd

 Airborne was measured to be 341.1 feet per 

second (fps).  The speed of a 540 grain arrow out of the same bow was measured to be 281.4 fps.  Using the formula 
for KE above, we can show that the Kinetic Energy of the 350 grain arrow is 90.4 lb-ft, while the Kinetic Energy of the 
540 grain arrow is 94.9 lb-ft.  Dividing these two KE values by the Potential Energy (109.1 lb-ft), a dynamic efficiency of 
82.9% and 87.0% is achieved, respectively. 
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Draw Cycle Efficiency = 95.8%

Stored Energy = 109.1lb-ft. Letdown Energy = 104.5lb-ft.

Bowtech 82nd Airborne Draw Cycle Efficiency

Draw-Force Curve

Letdown-Force Curve

Peak Draw Force = 70 pounds

Peak Letdown Force = 67.3 pounds

Actual Letoff = 57.1%

Effective Letoff = 70.4%

 

Figure 2 Force-Draw Curve and Letdown Curve 
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Objective:  The objective of this section is to determine the speed properties of a bow based on power stroke at point 

blank range with 4 different arrow weights. 
 

Rationale:  Because there are so many varying configurations in today’s compound bows (e.g. low or high brace height, 

reflex / deflex riser geometry), the amount of speed output by each bow per the inch of its power stroke is a reasonable way 
to put each bow on more of an equal playing field. 
 

Procedure:  Each bow is mounted to the Hooter Shooter. A series of 5 speed measurements are taken with an Easton 

Professional Chronograph at a distance of three (3) feet from the bow with 4 different arrow weights.  These measurements 
are confirmed with a Competition Electronics Pro-Chrono Chronograph, with the highest and lowest readings removed 
before averaging the speed per arrow weight.  The brace height of each bow is then measured and 1.75 inches is added to 
this measurement.  This value is subtracted from the measured draw-length (all bows setup to 26”, 29” or 30” draw-length 
depending on category) to determine the length of the power stroke.  The power stroke value is then divided into the 
average speed for each of the arrow weights.  The average speed per inch of power stroke over all arrow weights is then 
calculated for use in the overall results. 
 

Assumptions:  An assumption is made that the speed per inch of power stroke more accurately characterizes the speed 

performance of a given bow.  Another assumption is made that the string travel past the brace position during shot 
execution does not impart any energy on the arrow. 
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Objective:  The objective of this section is to determine the noise output properties for each bow at point blank range. 

 

Rationale:  A great deal of emphasis is placed on the amount of noise output by compound bows.  Today’s hunting 

bows have different noise output characteristics with varying arrow weights.  Many hunters use heavier arrows for 
increased down range kinetic energy, while others use lighter arrows for increased speed.  Because of these issues, 
noise output readings are measured at point blank range for 4 different arrow weights. 
 

Procedure:  Each bow is mounted to the Hooter Shooter, after which a PCB Piezotronics microphone is setup at a 

distance of 36 inches from the front of the bow.  The Microphone is set at a height of 18 inches, and is offset from the 
path of the arrow by 6 inches.  A series of five (5) shots is executed for 4 different arrow weights from each bow, during 
which sound output data is captured.  This data is then analyzed, after which the highest and lowest readings are 
removed; the average noise output is calculated for each bow for both dB(A) and dB(C) weightings. 
 

Assumptions:  An assumption associated with this test is that the sample size of three firings per arrow weight is 

sufficient to correctly characterize the noise output of the bow at point blank range. 

 

Microphone 

Figure 3 Noise Output Data Collection Setup 
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Equipment Used: National Instruments USB Data Acquisition unit, PCB piezo-electric microphone, Matlab 

software. 
 

Test Setup:   Microphone mounted 36 inches in front of bow at a height of 18 inches, with an offset of 6 inches from 

the centerline, as shown in Figure 4. 
 

 

Figure 4 Microphone Setup 
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Objective:  The objective of the Vibration Test is to provide an indication of the peak vibration each bow produces 

under shot execution with four different arrow weights.  To most accurately reflect the vibration felt by an archer, the 
vibration data is collected on the front of the bow’s riser opposite the throat of the grip. 
 

Rationale:  The less vibration output by a bow and felt by the archer during and after shot execution, the more 

enjoyable a bow is to shoot, especially during long practice sessions.  Our test equipment is highly sensitive; an archer 
may not be able to distinguish between some of the calculated vibration outputs of given bows. 
 

Procedure:  A PCB Piezotronics tri-axial accelerometer is attached to each bow on the front of the riser at a point 

opposite the throat of the grip.  A series of 5 shots is taken with 4 different arrow weights, during which vibration data is 
collected.  After data collection is completed, each raw data set is analyzed to determine the maximum Total vibration 
amplitudes (combination of X, Y, and Z vibration amplitudes; see Figure 6 below).  The highest and lowest 
measurements are removed, after which the average maximum vibration amplitude of the three remaining shots for 
each arrow weight is calculated.     
 

Assumptions:  An assumption is made that the front of the riser of each bow, opposite the throat of the grip is an 

area that is representative of the amount of vibration an archer can expect to experience.  
 

 
 

Accelerometer 

Figure 5 Vibration Data Collection Setup 
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Equipment Used: National Instruments USB Data Acquisition unit, PCB tri-axial accelerometer, Matlab software 

 

Test Setup:  Accelerometer mounted opposite the throat of the grip on the front of the riser, with orientation as shown 

in Figure 6. 
 

 

Figure 6 Accelerometer Orientation 

 

Accelerometer 
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Equipment Used:Equipment Used:Equipment Used:Equipment Used:    
General: 

• Hooter Shooter by Spot Hogg 

• Spot Hogg Premier Arrow Rests 

• BCY #24 D loop rope 

• Easton Bow Force Mapper System & Professional Chronograph 

• Pro-Chrono Digital Chronograph from Competition Electronics 
Force / Weight Measurements:  

• Revere Load-Cell / TotalComp Indicator 

• Easton Hand-Held Digital Scale 

• Easton Advanced Grain Scale  

• Coffey Marketing US Reloader Digital Pocket Scale.  
Speed Measurements 

• Easton Bow Force Mapper Professional Chronograph 

• Coffey Marketing US Game Scale 
Noise Output Measurements:  

• National Instruments USB Data Acquisition unit 

• PCB piezo-electric microphone 

• Larson Davis Model 831 Sound Level Meter 

• Anechoic Chamber 
Instruments used for Vibration Test:  

• National Instruments USB Data Acquisition unit 

• PCB piezo-electric microphone 

• PCB piezo-electric Tri-Axial Accelerometer 

Special ThanksSpecial ThanksSpecial ThanksSpecial Thanks::::    
We would like to thank all of the manufacturers and sponsors who provided bows and test equipment for this 
evaluation; without them and their support, this evaluation never would have been possible.  
 

 

 

 

Anthony Barnum    Jonathan Teater 
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